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How to Stop Hot Melt Adhesive From Smoking

If your hot melt adhesive is smoking, there are several things you can try to fix it. One of the most
common causes of hot melt smoke is improper temperature. Too little heat or too much can result in
stringing and smoke. Aside from being uncomfortable, the burnt glue can also contribute to the
discoloration and charring of the final glue bead. Using a calibrated thermometer can help you to set
the correct temperature.
If you are concerned about the safety of your workplace, you may want to consider buying a new hot
melt gun. The K3177 adhesive is specifically designed for side-seam gluing. The material is
flammable and can cause injury to workers if inhaled. It is packaged in either a 30 kg drum or a
1,000-ltr container. The K3177 adhesive is sold at Bond Tech and purchased in one-kilogram
packages. It is best to store this product at room temperature as it is sensitive to frost. Its shelf life is
six months.
If the hot melt adhesive is smoking from the nozzle, there are several issues you can fix. A low
running temperature and a lower stock temperature can cause stringing. Similarly, the positioning of
the carton flap relative to the applicator roll can result in smoking. If your nozzle has poor shutoff, you
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can try cleaning it or repairing it. Another common cause is an improperly matched adhesive type. A
good way to find out why your hot melt dispenser is smoking is to consult a manufacturer.
While a small amount of smoking is normal, too much can lead to throat irritation or even eye
irritability. Fortunately, there are many ways to prevent your hot melt adhesive from smoking. Just be
sure to follow manufacturer guidelines to prevent your equipment from becoming hazardous. If you
notice excessive smoke, call your supplier and ask about the best way to prevent it. Once you know
what is causing it, you can stop it from ruining your day.
Stringing is an effect that occurs when adhesive material is pulled down the line from the nozzle. A
high temperature can cause stringing. If you have a high-temperature problem, contact the
manufacturer and ask for recommendations on what temperature to set for your machine. If you're not
satisfied with their recommendation, consider reducing the set temperature on your machine.
Otherwise, you'll need to replace the entire unit. This will make your machine safer for your business.
The best way to stop hot melt adhesive from smoking is to control the temperature of the hot melt
glue. In general, the lower the temperature, the more smoke you'll get. You'll have to be extra careful
and adjust your settings accordingly when you do this. You should also check the machine's
temperature before applying the hot melt adhesive. Then you can try to stop the smoke and make
your hot melting adhesive safe.
If the hot melt adhesive is smoking, you can try to adjust the temperature of your product. Please
lower the temperature than the higher one. Keeping the temperature within the recommended range
will prevent your hot melt from smoking. You should also ensure that the temperature of the product
is above the limit. When the temperature of the hot melt is high, it will not smoke. If you use high-
quality glue, you should never worry about the smoke.
Smoking hot melt adhesive is a common problem, but you can control it easily. You can lower the
temperature by following the manufacturer's recommendations. If you can't stop the smoke, you can
contact the relevant supplier to discuss the problem and fix it. This should solve the problem
immediately. It will also stop the hot melt from smoking. Then you can use the adhesive without
worrying about it. It won't smoke.


